30 YEAR OLD

TALIKSER 30YO
3 KEY POINTS

3 Decades of Maturation
3 decades of purposeful, skilled ageing
have nurtured and gently shaped this
visceral whisky but the powerful sweet
smoke and pointed pepperiness still soar
through the mellowed profile despite the
long-ageing. An elegant and complex
expression with Talisker hallmarks of
pepper and smoke in a softer and subtler
style.

Limited Annual Release
Talisker 30 Year Old is released on an
annual basis, highly limited by the few
casks we have set aside and selected. Each
bottle holds an individual number and its
vintage year, allowing for progressive
collection of this luxurious single malt from
the special Isle of Skye.

The Essence of Skye
Talisker 30 YEAR OLD, a rare expression,
being re-released in limited quantities
after the last bottling in 2017 celebrates
the summit of Skye. Not unlike the
anticipation of the journey to the top of
The Cuillin, where majestic views await,
Talisker 30 too provides a rare invitation to
only a few to reach the very pinnacle of
the range, where true character awaits.
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THE CONCEPT
The oldest distillery on the Isle of Skye. Talisker has been an integral part of island life since 1830. It’s in this land of
extremes that our small distillery stands proudly by the sea, enduring the ever-changing elements that have shaped
our island for almost 200 years.
The nature of Skye is our inspiration for the whisky we craft. Powerfully invigorating, our single malts instantly take you
to rugged shores. Every sip is a taste of Skye itself, igniting the explorer instinct within, and with a range of different
expressions to discover, the first sip is only the start of the adventure.
Talisker 30 YEAR OLD, a rare expression, being re-released in limited quantities after the last bottling in 2017 celebrates
the summit of Skye. Not unlike the anticipation of the journey to the top of The Cuillin, where majestic views await,
Talisker 30 too provides a rare invitation to only a few to reach the very pinnacle of the range, where true character
awaits. An elegant and complex expression with Talisker hallmarks of pepper and smoke in a softer and subtler way.
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THE LIQUID
Talisker 30yo will be:
• Single Vintage – so the label will declare ‘Bottled in 2021’
• Batch produced each year – refill cask types can vary, which will be declared each year, with each bottle
individually numbered, all of which drives collectability
• Natural Cask strength – meaning the abv % will be slightly different every year
• Non-chill filtered – the whisky in its purest form with no filtration process
• Non-coloured – many whiskies use non-tasting caramel colouring for visual consistency or to make it look
darker, but Talisker 30yo will be in its natural form
• 2021 batch is bottled from hand-selected American Oak 100% refill hogshead casks

30 YO Tasting Notes: Stuart Morrison
Soaring sweet smoke with pointy pepperiness
Nose
Mild and unusually fruity, fading quickly into lush seaweed with charred sticks. Becoming soft and very slightly
waxy or creamy, like fudge
Taste
The smoke is immediate and dry with creamy oak. Almond milk and light, sweet stone fruits emerge, joined by
a trace of salt
Finish
Long, gently warming, with a lingering maritime aftertaste and just a white pepper tingle on the tongue in
place of that chilli ‘catch’
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TALI SKER P E RMANENT P ORTFOLIO

(F22 Q1)
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TALI SKER 3 0 YO WO ODEN BOX
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